In The News
Monday, March 18, 2013

- **Kiss Me Dirty obstacle course proceeds benefit UA Cancer Center**
  03/18/2013 Arizona Daily Wildcat

- **Woman with Parkinson's finds new purpose helping others**
  03/17/2013 Arizona Daily Star

- **Fewer Arizona medical students staying in state (UA College of Medicine-Phoenix Match Day)**
  03/17/2013 Arizona Republic

- **Tai chi after stroke aids balance, UA study finds** (Ruth Taylor-Piliae, an assistant professor in the UA College of Nursing)
  03/16/2013 Arizona Daily Star

- **Breathwalking: A Meditative Exercise** (Dr. Andrew Weil, Arizona Program for Integrative Medicine at the UA)
  03/16/2013 Huffington Post (blog)

- **What's Up UA? - UA Med Students to Meet Their 'Match'**
  03/15/2013 Explorer News

- **OpEdNews - Diary: Jody Thompson: The Interprofessional Approach: A Patient's Perspective** (University of Arizona Medical Center)
  03/15/2013 OpEdNews.com